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Martin Buber once said, “they do not confine G-d to a circumscribed 
space or division of life,” religion.” And Rabbi Shmuel Sperber (1906-
84) added, “Religion offers answers without obliterating the 
questions…to question is a great religious act; it helps you live great 
religious truth.” (Day by Day, Rabbi Chaim Stern). 
 

How will we individually handle all of the life changes having to do 
with the “New Normal”? In Shelach-Lecha, the spies (Tribal Leaders) 
go out into the land and come back to Moses with a mixed 

Summertime!  I can feel it already.   
Temperatures are rising, the school year is 
coming to an end, the next phase of 
businesses are opening, and so much more. 
 

What’s your plan for the summer months 
given that we are coming out of a Pandemic 
into a “New Normal”?  I am hopeful that we 
will be able to return to a modified way of 
doing services in our sanctuary.  

Cantor’s Corner  
by  Cantor Bruce Shapiro 

 

In This Issue 

 Getting back to “Normal” 

The Pandemic's stay-at-home  
began sometime in the middle of 
March.  Instead or in addition to 
the counting the Omer, many 
people are counting the number of 
weeks that are drifting by us.  Is 

SEE CANTOR Continued on page 2 

this a week of weeks?  Who 
knows?  Just two weeks ago, 
uncertainty of  when the 
opening of restaurants and 
stores would occur and help us 
get "Back to Normal." 
 
I want to say that we at CBS 
have totally embraced our 
connection with the digital 
world.  Our school is on Zoom 
and that includes ALL levels of 
our students, from the “littles”  
through the confirmation class. 
Our Shabbat services are using 

the Zoom program and in parallel 
we have the Go-To-Meeting 
program for our Board of 
Directors meeting while  school 
is in session, and Adult 
Education.  
It’s technology that has kept us 
together, at least for the time 
being.   
 
As we consider re-opening the 
synagogue, I asked Joan Jacobs 
to head a group to truly 
understand the issues of 
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report.  They describe what the land looks like (“a land of milk 
and honey”), who the people are that are out there, along with 
their characteristics (giants).  Fear of the unknown grasps the 
leadership and the news is not so good. 
 

However, two leaders, Joshua and Caleb, bring back good 
news!  The dream of conquering the land in their minds is still 
possible!  But, when you have two opposing views, which one 
do you believe?  Which is the correct one?  When we are 
unsure of what to do or if we feel powerless, how should we 
handle situations like those? 
 

Although we must follow the “laws of the land” during this 
Pandemic and beyond, we may find ourselves in situations 
that may have “gray areas”.  Do I go out to help someone get 
their groceries, go to the beach, shopping, eat out, or other 
activities we used to take for granted?  We must see 
ourselves as ones who live our lives to the fullest, but we 
should do this by also being careful.  We don’t have to “tempt 
fate” by being reckless.  We can make sure that we take the 
proper precautions to protect ourselves and our loved ones. 
  
These decisions will not be easy ones.  Many of us want to 
jump back in to the way it “used to be”.  Until we understand 
better what happened over the last three months we should 
be diligent.  Live our lives to the fullest by doing what needs to 
be done and being careful while doing it.  As we gain more 
information, we become more confident in our actions and the 
way we live, just as the Israelites did as they gained 
confidence after being in the desert for 40 years.  
  
Adon Olam, Master of the Universe, there is an unknown 
future ahead of us.  Provide us with the tools to live 
outstanding lives, helping ourselves and others.  There are 
still many out there who need our help.  Let’s be sure to 
continue to reach out to our “family” at CBS to ensure that “no 
congregant is left behind”.  
 

“And this is the blessing with which Moses, the man of G-d, 
blessed the people of Israel” (Deut. 33:11).  Be G-dlike!   
 

Happy Summer! 

Ilana D’Agostino Amanda Williams 

 Mazel Tov to our Confirmands  
          

Congregation Beth 
Shalom 

congratulates 
 

Ilana D’Agostino 
and  

Amanda Williams!  
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In early March, before the craziness of the 
pandemic, many of our religious school students 
attended a weekend Shabbaton hosted by the San 
Gabriel Valley Federation. The weekend  was held 
at Camp Mountain Chai in Angeles Oaks, CA. This 
weekend was held March 6-8. Each student wrote 
about their camp experience and  presented it at 
our class service. For those of you that missed 
hearing their thoughts, it is my pleasure to share 
these with you in this article. 
 
Oliver Fusco 
There were lots of fun games at camp and the 
counselors were nice. If was a wonderful 
experience. 
 
Jonah Fusco 
There were tons of activities to do at camp. I ate 
salad for lunch and dinner everyday. 
 
Zophia Lindenbaum 
On March 6 I went to a Shabbaton. We camped for 
two nights in Angeles Oaks, CA. The first night we 
stayed in our cabins, so we could get to know each 
other. Seven campers and two counselors were in 
each cabin. The Shabbaton was a great experience 
to Improve my confidence and appreciation of my 
abilities to accomplish different things in life. We 
enjoyed a nice kosher  Shabbat dinner together. 
After breakfast and Shabbat morning services, I 
went on a nature walk with  my new friends . I saw 
beautiful trees and snow. This was a rewarding 
experience for me. It is not everyday that I have the 
opportunity to go on a nature walk. I am thankful to 
have had the opportunity to participate in this 
special camp weekend. 
 
Arrianna Wolfe 
A Shabbaton is a great experience for all Jewish 
kids. I have been going to camp for five years and 
every time I have a great time. This year, I saw my 
friends that I haven’t seen in a long time. I also 
made new friends. We hung out the entire time. 
Camp is not just about seeing old friends. It is an 
amazing way to embrace your Jewish side. During 
an activity, there was a drawing of Esther hidden 
and it represented finding who you are as a Jew. I 
have never been a big fan of attending services. At 
camp services are so much fun. The fun melodies 
and spirit bring a smile to my face. As you know all 
great things must come to an end. This leads us to 

EDUCATION Report  Marci Rouman, Education Director  

the closing circle. This is the time where we all 
link arms. We all remember it is not goodbye. It 
is see you next time. Camp is a great 
opportunity for all Jewish youth. 
 
RJ Spiegel  
My favorite part about the Shabbaton was being 
able to to have fun with other Jewish kids my 
age and meeting new friends. I also had fun 
playing Ga-Ga ball and learning new songs. I 
want to thank the synagogue for sponsoring this 
event for all us to be able to go, we all had fun. 
 
I hope you enjoy our students‘ perspective on 
the Shabbaton weekend. 
 
During our last two confirmation sessions, we 
had guest speakers. They spoke on topics that 
we studied during the school year. The 
speakers were our own congregants. Special 
thanks to Tanya Spiegel and Karen Spiegel, 
Julian Sachs, and Molly Shapiro. Thank you 
for sharing with our students. 
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Refuah Shlema  
  • OBBY AGINS 

• MYRA BILGREI 
• SOL BILGREI 
• WENDY IZENMAN 
• SANDY KAYE  
• MELISSA LINDENBAUM 

• ERIKA SCHWARTZ 
• MOLLY SHAPIRO 
• SANDRA SHULMAN 
• FELIX SMITH 
• JACKIE WILLIAMS 
• RABBI MEL YOUNG 
 
 

 

Our Community Prayer for Healing 

Congregation Beth Shalom 

 Adult Education 

Let’s Study The Six-Day War  
Sunday June 7, 2020 at 9:30 AM Online 

Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.  

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/145637269 

You can also dial in using your phone.  

United States: 1 (646) 749-3122  - Access Code: 145-637-269 # 

1948—1967 

Tensions among Arabs and Israelis 

Events Leading up to the War 

The War 

Ramifications of the Victory 

For more information or help using GoToMeeting             

contact Joan Zak (760) 803-5451 or jzak@cox.net 

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/145637269
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Original Tribe Census
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Reuven Elizur Simeon Shelumiel Gad Elisaph Judah Nachshon Issachar Nethanel Zebulun Eliab

Ephraim Elishama Manasseh Gamaliel Benjamin Abidan Dan Ahiezer Asher Pagiel Naphtali Ahira

The following was the d’rash that Joan Zak gave 
on Friday Night, May 22. It was well received and 
President Bruce Rouman suggested it be printed 
for everyone to enjoy, and obtain some ‘food for 
thought’. 
 
At our Board meeting last Week (May 17), CBS 
Member Karen Spiegel (Riverside County 
Supervisor) was a special presenter, giving us an 
overview of Riverside County’s COVID-19 Status 
and plans.  One thing she remarked on was how 
important it is to fill out our census forms so that 
Riverside County (and all of our counties)  can 
receive proper funding. 
 
Coincidentally, in this week’s Torah portion, 
BaMidbar, the first one in Numbers, God tells 
Moses to assemble all the people and conduct a 
census.  As the first chart shows, each tribe had 
an impressive number of people, detailing its 
population to the person.  As you can see, there’s 
a fair amount of variation among the tribes.  
 

Who Counts? 

Notably, the tribe of Levi is not to be 
counted in the census.  They provide 
no soldiers for war.  Their only task is 
to guard and protect the Tabernacle. 
 
Fast forward 4000 years and we can 
see in the second slide, the Tribal 
Leaders, oh excuse me, the Supervisor 
chair-people  and the relative 
populations of the counties where we 
live.  Each chairperson has a lot more 
people to supervise. 
 
We might think that the process of 

2020 Census – Relevant Counties
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counting ourselves reduces each of us to no more 
than a number, but most commentators suggest 
that just the opposite is true.  In commentaries in 
the San Diego Union Tribune, minority groups such 
as AANHPI, which stands for Asian Americans, 
Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders and Native 
Americans are saying that to be seen, they must be 
counted.  Since resources depend on numbers, it’s 
important for these groups and their neighborhoods 
to get sufficient funding. 
 
It’s the same in BaMidbar, which begins On the first 
day of the second month, in the second year 
following the exodus…  After wandering for a year, 
we are beginning to become a people.  The 
process and desired result of liberation is a society 
in which no one is reduced to an interchangeable 
number, but rather a society in which everyone 
counts and is accounted for. Adonai  wants every 
single one of them to lift their head proudly, to let 
their face be seen in its utter uniqueness, and to 

know that they are equally worthy of love 
as any other child of God. The journey to 
the Promised Land is the journey towards 
a society in which we all remember that 
everyone counts. 
 
We live in a world of numbers.  We are 
known by our SSNs and PINs. Job 
performance and health are quantified and 
compared. We rank and rate universities, 
restaurants, wine, cars, and even dates.  
We are caller #27 in queue.  We are 4

th
 in 

line.  We came in 3
rd

 or 7
th
 or 256

th
. 

 
Continued on page 7 
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RITUAL Report   
Jackie Williams,  

Ritual Chairperson 

Thank goodness for Zoom.  We have 
been able to have Shabbat services 
and a Shavuot service with 
confirmation even though we have had 
to shelter in place in our homes.  Thank 
you to Chelsea Williams and Amanda 
Williams for leading services on May 8 
with Joel Williams playing the guitar.  
Thank you also to Joan Zak for leading 
services on May 22.  Bob Stone will be 
leading services on June 12.  
 
We are in the process of figuring out 
different ways to conduct High Holiday 
services possibly from the Bima and 
Zoom.  We will keep you informed. 
 
I hope everyone is staying safe and is 
continuing to stay healthy. 

These numbers can reduce us to single-dimensioned 
beings.  In my department of Technical Support, if one 
analyst can’t take a call, then another one can.  
Sometimes we feel like interchangeable parts.  Yet, if 
you asked our manager, he could probably list names 
and characteristics of each person in our department.  
However, his department is given a certain amount of 
money for raises, and our boss has to partition the 
amount among the employees.  Without an accurate 
count, that could be very difficult. 
 
It’s interesting to note, that Moses doesn’t go around 
counting each person – 1, 2, …600001.  The tribal 
leaders count the people in their tribes.  Given the 
counts, my guess is they would assign people to count 
smaller units and then that would be totaled.  If we can 
even believe the numbers! 
 
So organization into manageable units has been with us 
for thousands of years.  With current  technology, this is 
less important.  The census is on-line and each person 
in the country can be counted. 
 
There is a book called Watership Down where some 
rabbits have a method of counting.  It’s something like 1, 
2, 3, hreir.  I worked for a company that defined the hreir 
limit as 7 – the number of items a person can keep in 
mind simultaneously.  The idea is to write computer 
programs that don’t ask people to remember more than 
7 things at once, and fewer is better.  To raise the 
number of items we can remember, we group them and 
then each group becomes an item.  For example a 
Social Security number of 331-12-9876 is remembered 
as 3 groups of numbers, rather than 9 groups of 
individual numbers. 
 
This limitation is the purpose of forming groups.  We can 
only recognize about 151 people in our lives.  This limits 
the size of the group we can belong to, so that large 
organizations, like synagogues and businesses group 
into Chaverim and departments.  It can also foster the 
“Us” vs. “Them” mentality. 
 
Counts are really important to us.  How many people 
attended a concert.  How many people do we think will 
come to the next Legacy Luncheon.  How many people 
can safely be together in a room. 
 
In our lives full of depending on numbers, let’s not forget 
to acknowledge and honor individuals. 
 
Shabbat Shalom. 
 

Who Counts, continued from page 5 

Permission granted by Mr. Parisi 
and offthemark.com 
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 Simcha Board—Tree of Life 
Congregation Beth Shalom 

has a beautiful Simcha Board, 

called the Tree of Life on 

display as you enter the 

synagogue lobby. This board, 

also known as the Tree of Life 

allows individuals to purchase 

leaves to be  share Simchas; 

Milestones; Accomplishments 

and more! For more 

information contact President 

Bruce Rouman (951) 847-4632 
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Beyond the 
Synagogue 

 

 

Seems Jonah Fusco was found 
relaxing at Dos Lagos singing a 
song recalled each capital of the 
50 states in the USA.   
 
Apparently, he learned it from 
Animaniacs!   
https://
www.facebook.com/820979018/
posts/10158176105059019/?d=n 

Name each State’s Capital 
City within the USA 

Congratulations to 
Arrianna Wolfe on 
advancement from 
Augustine Ramirez 
Intermediate School.  
 
Arrianna will be enrolled 
at Eleanor Roosevelt 
High School in Eastvale. 

High School Bound 

 

Mazel Tov to Zophia 
Linenbaum as she leaves 
Perdew Elementary 
School in Rancho 
Cucamonga. She received 
the principal’s honor roll 
twice this year. She will be 
going to Etiwanda 
Intermediate School. 

Entering Intermediate School 

Congratulations  
Leeor Oshri  

Leeor graduates this month from Orange 
County School of the Arts and will attend 
Chapman University. Mazel Tov Leeor and 
wishing you the best of luck as you begin your 
college career! 

Congratulations  
Seth D’Agostino 

Seth graduates this month from John F. 
Kennedy Middle College High School and will 
attend UCR (University of CA Riverside). 
Mazel Tov Seth and wishing you the best of 
luck as you begin your college career! 

https://www.facebook.com/820979018/posts/10158176105059019/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/820979018/posts/10158176105059019/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/820979018/posts/10158176105059019/?d=n
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Beyond the 
Synagogue 

 

Special Note from Israel 
Dear Bruce & Marci, 
 
I hope this email finds you and all the CBS community well in these crazy COVID days... 
 
Please publish in your next newsletter that I just 
wanted to let you know that I am thinking of you all, 
and send you lots of positive energy and good 
wishes for health. Please G-d this will all be over 
soon, and I hope to get to see you soon in Israel 
again.  
 
On a more personal note, I believe 
congratulations are in order on the 
birth of your grandchild - so mazal 
tov and lots of nachas!! 
 
Best regards, 
Sara 
 
Picture is tour guide Sara 
Goldsmith for our CBS Israel trip 
2019 

 

MAZEL TOV JULIAN SACHS 
Julian Sachs (PA-C), son of Stephanie and Dr. 
Michael Sachs recently was named one of the 
Under 40 (years old) To Watch (in the Greater 
Corona area). 
 
Julian works for Citrus Valley Medical 
Associates, Inc. They have offices in Corona as 
well as Norco and Eastvale. Julian, a graduate 
of Santiago High School, continued his 
education at Berkeley. 
 
Julian will be recognized by the CORONA 
Chamber of Commerce at a special meeting 
where Corona Mayor Jim Steiner will present 
the State of the City Address. 
 
Julian is one of 30 individuals being honored. 
 
Mazel Tov to Julian and the entire Sachs family. 
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MISSION ACCOMPLISHED 
 

On Sunday, May 24, during Memorial Day weekend, the Spiegel Family with help from a couple of friends 
placed 1,500 American flags on the graves of those men and women buried in Riverside National 
Cemetery. 
 

After learning the traditional organized ceremony would not take place due to Coronavirus, they made it a 
family affair. The first focus was the newer section, where burials were as recent as last week. “This was 
their first Memorial Day.” As we moved to Section 58, RJ spotted several graves of Jewish War Heroes.  

Beyond the 
Synagogue 

 

ISRAEL REVISITED 
Those who joined our tours to Israel will remember Yaakov Selavan. Yaakov had served in the IDF 
(Israel Defense Forces). He is now with “From the Golan With Love” which is a group of people in the 
Golan that provides insight and rich content from their unique region in Israel. Since COVID-19, the 
group does regular Zoom meetings. For more information, on the Zoom discussions, look them up on 
their Facebook page or contact Tanya Spiegel (951) 751-9841. 
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And baby 
makes three 

 

Congratulations to Adam and Amanda Rouman on the 

birth of their daughter Sydney Rose Rouman (May 2);  

Additional congratulations to grandparents Bruce and 

Marci Rouman; Aunti Jessie Rouman. 
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Join us in Celebrating Members of our Synagogue 

 

JUNE 
01  Bruce and Marci 

Rouman 
02  Bobby and Karen 

Spiegel 
09  Isaac and Katelynn 

Spiegel 
23  Danny and Jan Davis 
25  Mark and Gail Koren 
26  Lenny and Sharon 

Elkins 
26  Sol and Terri Shapiro 
29  Joel and Cindy 

Williams 

 

GIFT SHOPPE UPDATE 
The Gift Shoppe has many new gift and home décor items which are reasonably priced, in 
addition to special sale items.  Father’s Day is around the corner!  Graduation may have 
been postponed, but meaningful gifts are readily available. Please see the wonderful display 
of jewelry that we have. Call Renee Miller at (909) 228-5945 for further information. 

 

 

02 Stephanie Sachs 
06 Mark Koren 
07 Joan Jacobs 
22 Jonah Fusco 
 

June 

July 
 

   14 Deborah Wutzke 
19 Bruce Williams 
31 Cindy Williams 
 

 

JULY 
03  Joel and Cheryl 

Friedberg 
18  Brenda and Daniel 

Fusco 
25  Bruce and Jackie 

Williams 
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DONATIONS 
The following donations were received by CBS.  

 TORAH Fund 
Lenny & Sharon Elkins 

In Loving Memory of  
Gary Lee Elkins 

 
YOUTH 
DEVELOPMENT 
Fund 
Joyce & Dave Severson 

In Loving Memory of 
Lynn Strauss 

MITZVAH BOARD 
TREE OF LIFE 
Karen & Bobby Spiegel 

In  honor of the birth of  
our granddaughter  

MaKenna Rose Spiegel 
 

In honor of  
Harriet Gillerman’s  

80th Birthday 

CANTOR 
DISCRETIONARY 
Fund 
Cheryl & Joel Friedberg 

As A Mitzvah 
 

Ronnie Armstrong 
In Loving Memory of 

Herb Spiegel 
 
 

Legacy Luncheon 
2021 Honorees  

Congregation Beth Shalom is proud to 
announce our 2021 honorees for the upcoming 
Sunday, March 7 event—Legacy Luncheon 
Awards Ceremony. 
 
Longtime member Sol Shapiro will be the 
coveted Legacy Award. Peabody Engineering 
will be presented the Shatuf Tzedek Award 
(Business Partner) and MaryAnn Sherman 
will be honored with the Shomer Tzedek 
Award (Guardian of Righteousness).  
 
In future newsletters, we will be highlighting 
each of these honorees.  
 
Additionally, the grove of trees we purchase for 
the Legacy Luncheon will be named in honor of 
all Front-Line Responders.  The current 
pandemic of COVID-19 has been a real "eye-
opener" and we want to honor the local heroes 
who are dedicated to the health of our loved 
ones.  As a further step, this grove will also 
honor those persons who stock the shelves of 
grocery stores, the truck drivers who deliver the 
products to the stores, the manufacturers who 
have provided essential services and products. 
Some of these manufacturers have re-invented 
themselves to shift their manufacturing plants to 
make much needed items. 
 
The Legacy Committee is chaired by Renee Miller 
and Marci Rouman and if you are interested in 
becoming part of this annual fundraiser, please 
connect with either:  
 

Renee at (909) 228-5945 | Marci at (951) 735-6814 

 

I Just Don’t Know 
 
 
I don’t know which Yom Tov it is. 
 
We’re walking around in slippers like 

it’s Tisha B’Av. 
 
We’re wearing masks like it’s Purim. 
 
We’re trembling like it’s Rosh 

HaShana. 
 
We’re hungry like it’s Yom Kippur. 
 
We’re only allowed to eat outside 

like it’s Sukkos. 
 
We’re sitting by the window like it’s 

Chanukah. 
 
We’re eating fruits like it’s Tu 

B’Shvat. 
 
Everyone is walking around with 

cleaning wipes, like it’s Erev 
Pesach. 

 
And we’re eating meals with our 

families and we’re sleeping until 
noon like it’s Shabbos. 

 
So, what holiday is this? Cause I’m 

ready to make Havdalah NOW! 
 

(a little coronavirus stay-at-home humor) 

Due to print schedules, the cut off for these donations to be listed is through May 23 
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 President’s Message 
Continued from Page 1 
reopening so that we still retain the safety required 
by social distancing and items we all want to touch 
like prayer books, etc.  
 
Please expect some small changes as the plans 
are implemented.  While the committee’s plans 
are in the making, it’s probably safe to say that 
we will be blocking off some chairs to allow small 
or large families to sit together.  Also hand 
sanitizer will be in several locations about the 
synagogue.  We will be coming up with some 
new policies on kitchen usage and food.   
 
For those of you that want to still use Zoom even 
after we re-open, we are looking into continuing 
this for some time while services will be held at 
synagogue.  More on this next month. 
 
We want everyone walking into CBS to be in 
good health from the start, that means nobody 
with colds, temperatures,  coughs, etc.  For sure 
these are signs to stay home.  
 
I’m certain that we will all enjoy our High Holy 
Days together in the fall.  We have the ability to 
move on a dime due to our size.  Many 
synagogue’s much larger have bigger problems 
getting back to normal.  So please help where 
you can, be observant to some new signage in 
the facility and consider these changes the new 
normal until this event blows over.   

With mixed emotions we are sharing that our 
dear cousin Margot Antonetty is now reunited 
with her loved ones in heaven. We have some 
thoughts that we wish to share with all of you on 
behalf of the Spiegel Family, Margot’s first 
cousins. 

Hearing from co-workers, especially the “amazing 
6”, social friends and others, we are comforted 
that the beautiful, vibrant, healthy and determined 
Margot that we know, love and appreciate, truly 
made a positive impact in her community. 
Through her work, outreach and support of those 
in need and less fortunate; she never really knew 
a stranger. 

Margot visited CBS whenever she was down 
from San Francisco, and so enjoyed everyone. 
She loved the various simchas. Margot traveled 
with CBS on the Inaugural Trip to Israel. She was 
so inspired and thought of relocating to Israel.  

When we are able, we will post a eulogy (on 
Facebook) and additional information as we have 
it. For now, we want to express our sincere 
thanks and appreciation for each of you who 
prayed, shared our post and truly loved our 
family. If we can be so bold to ask two things of 
each of you: Please continue to pray for all those 
who knew Margot (allow them to focus on all the 
positive impact that she accomplished in her life); 
and please take a moment to call your loved 
ones, share with them how much you love them, 
it could be the best messaging they receive. 
 

Thank you all, 
 

The Spiegel Families 

Remembering  
Margot Antonetty 

 

On behalf of the  
Board of Directors  

we extend our  
heartfelt condolences  

to the entire  
Spiegel Families  

on the loss of  
Margot Antonetty.  

 
May she be of  

blessed memory.  

https://www.facebook.com/areyou12?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARCWY7Y7QqLvTdtOc3-Qd66y9-h-67NG2p1OlgRTQ4NnNq4vmecgTgkAbwESHKFWmUqIaCz6dkKe6rMo&fref=mentions
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Looking for fresh Challahs? 
 

 

 

Recommended items for a 
Basic Emergency Supply Kit 

Water, one gallon of water per person per day for at least three 
days, for drinking and sanitation 
 
Food, at least a three-day supply of non-perishable food 
 
Battery-powered or hand crank radio and a NOAA Weather Radio 
with tone alert and extra batteries for both 
 
Flashlight and extra batteries 
 
First aid kit 
 
Whistle to signal for help 
 
Dust mask, to help filter contaminated air and plastic sheeting and 
duct tape to shelter-in-place 
 

Moist towelettes, garbage bags and plastic ties for personal 
sanitation 
 

Wrench or pliers to turn off utilities 
 

Can opener for food (if kit contains canned food) 
 
Local maps 

Through its Ready Campaign, the 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency educates and empowers 
Americans to take some simple 
steps to prepare for an respond to 
potential emergencies, including 
natural disasters and terrorist 
attacks. Ready asks individuals to do 
three key things: get an emergency 
supply kit, make a family emergency 
plan and be informed about the 
different type of emergencies that 
could occur and their appropriate 
responses. 
 
All Americans should have some 
basic supplies on hand in order to 
survive for at least three days if an 
emergency occurs. To the right side, 
is a listing of some basic items that 
every emergency supply kit should 
include. However, it is important 
that individuals review this list and 
consider where they live and the 
unique needs of their family in 
order to create an emergency 
supply kit that will meet these 
needs. Individuals should also 
consider having at least two 
emergency supply kits, one full kit at 
home and a smaller portable kits in 
their workplace, vehicle or other 
places they spend time. 

Mark and Gail Koren bake 
fresh Challah and  

Rye Bread for purchase.  
 

Please order by Tuesday for 
Friday availability. 

 

Call Gail Koren (951) 204-4757 
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Toilet Articles 
 Tooth Brushes 
 Tooth Paste 
 Soap 
 Shampoo 
 Razors 
 Shave Cream 
 Skin Cream 
 Deodorant 
 Cotton Swabs 
 Facial Tissue 

  

 
THE STRENGTH OF A PEOPLE. 
THE POWER OF COMMUNITY. 

 

Friday Night Services with CBS are Interesting 

Join us on Friday nights Via Zoom and experience a rich variety of services 
 The first Friday night of the month is a 6:30 PM Family Service. 

 Cantor Shapiro will lead services and celebrate birthdays and anniversaries during 

the first Friday Services. 

 All other services are at 7:30 PM. 

 
 The First, Third and Fifth Fridays and Third Saturday of the month are Cantor-led 

services (except during the month of July). 

 The Cantor adds a professional touch: the services are very interactive with 

participation from those in attendance.   

 The Second and Fourth Friday Services may be led by: 

 Religious School and Confirmation students and teachers 

 Regular Lay Leaders (Bob Stone and Joan Zak) 

 YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!  

  Special Occasion Services 

 Shabbat Under the Stars—Enjoy a potluck meal and outdoor service 

 Shabbat Across America—A special service honored all over our country 
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To make a donation in honor or in memory of a loved one or friend, select the Fund that you prefer and 
fill in the Donor card below. Send the bottom portion of this form to the CBS office with your donation. 
 
We appreciate your support very much. 

 
 Youth Development Fund (to provide scholarships for various programs including 

our religious school students to attend residence camps with significant Jewish programming 
and other programs) 

 

 General Fund (to support the synagogue’s daily operations) 
 

 Facility Fund (to enhance, maintain and make improvement to our facility) 
 

 Cantor Discretionary Fund (for charitable, hardship and educational purposes at 
Cantor’s discretion) 

 

 Prayer Book Fund (for purchasing, repairing, updating prayer books) 
 

 Adult Education Fund (to support Adult Education programs) 
 

 Chesed Fund (for the work of the Chesed Committee which responds in times of need 
for a birth, illness, emergency, or death in the family) 

 

 Torah Fund (for the repair and/or purchase of the Torah Scrolls, Torah Commentaries, 
and other Bimah needs) 

 

 CBS Education Fund (for materials, field trips, and other educational needs)  
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Send this portion back * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
 

I would like to make a donation of $ ___________ to the ____________________________Fund. 
 
In Honor/Memory of: __________________________________________________________ 
 
Please send a card to (recipient): 
 
Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: ________________________________ City, State, Zip:_______________________ 
 
Donor’s Info: 
 
Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: __________________________________ City, State, Zip:_______________________ 
 
Form of Payment:   □  Credit Card     □  Check     □  Cash 
 
Credit Card Number:  _______________________________________ CRV:  ____________ 
 
Name on card: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Billing Address:  _______________________________ City, State, Zip:  ___________________ 
 
Signature:  ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Donor acknowledgement required?   □ Y   □  N 
 
Thank you for mailing this form and your check to:   
Congregation Beth Shalom, PO Box 2737, Corona, CA 92878      ATTN: Donations 

Congregation Beth Shalom Funds 
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Yahrzeit Observances 
 

Jun 3  Morris Shulman  11 Sivan 
Jun 5  Mortimer L. Medrich* 13 Sivan 
Jun 5  Harry Agins*   13 Sivan 
Jun 9  Eliott Barkan   17 Sivan 
Jun 14 Carl Barkan*   22 Sivan 
Jun 15 Allen Leopold  23 Sivan 
Jun 17 Aaron Severson  25 Sivan 
Jun 17 Milton Werby   25 Sivan 
Jun 19 Hannah Weinstein*  27 Sivan 
Jun 20 Raquel Erlich   28 Sivan 
Jun 24 Marcia Abraham         2 Tammuz 
Jun 25 Emily Jacobs*         3 Tammuz 
Jun 25 Rosalie Schulman         3 Tammuz 
Jun 25 Philip Tarshis*         3 Tammuz 
Jun 28 Abraham Kmiotek*         6 Tammuz 
Jul 3  Lisa Schulman Schneider*  
           11 Tammuz 
Jul 5  Mary Greenstone       13 Tammuz 
Jul 5  Theodore Schnee*       13 Tammuz 
Jul 6  Rabbi Jeff Schwimmer   14 Tammuz 
Jul 8  Joseph Koren*       16 Tammuz 
Jul 11  Craig Williams       19 Tammuz 
Jul 12  Gilda Fink        20 Tammuz 
Jul 15  Sally Taks        23 Tammuz 
Jul 15  Saul Cooper                  23 Tammuz 
Jul 17  Henri L. Sinasohn*       25 Tammuz 
Jul 20  Mitchell Izenman*       28 Tammuz 
Jul 24  Heinz S.F. Borchardt        3 Av 
Jul 24  Samuel Martin         3 Av 
Jul 26  Sadie Levine Surkis         5 Av 
Jul 27  Glenn C. Flint*         6 Av 
Jul 28  Louis Bendix*         7 Av 
Jul 28  Edmund Mercier                7 Av 
Jul 30  Bertha Spiegel*         9 Av 
 
 

May their memories 
be a blessing   

* denotes Memorial Board Plaque  
 

For questions or corrections, 
please contact  

Noemi Schulman at 
noemis@me.com or  

(909) 262-6938. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Plaques are available at $360 each 
   For more information call  

Bruce Rouman at (951) 735-6814   
Plaque forms are available at the Synagogue 

Garden of Shalom 
The Jewish Cemetery of Inland 

Southern California 
 

 ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~ ◊ ~   
  

A service of  
Congregation Beth Shalom  

of Corona, CA  
 

Contact: 
.      Sam Miller |  (909) 374 - 1499 

Saul Shulman  |  (951) 277 - 4027 

NOTICE TO ALL CBS MEMBERS 
 

All CBS members should be receiving 
Yahrzeit reminder letters of the anniversary 

of your loved ones.  
If you are not receiving them, please 

contact Jackie Williams at (951) 734-8045,   
so we can make the corrections. 

MEMORIALIZE YOUR DEAR ONES! 
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Congregation Beth Shalom 
PO Box 2737 
Corona, CA 92878 
(951) 734-4033 
www.CBSofCorona.org 

Dates to Remember 
ALL ACTIVITIES & SERVICES IN JUNE WILL BE VIRTUAL—UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED;  

FOR JUNE THEY WILL BE AT  500 HARRINGTON ST. STE. A1 CORONA, CA—BUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
* NOTES OTHER LOCATION 

During the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) challenges, many events, including 
Shabbat Services have been changed to virtual. We will do our best to keep 

you updated, please visit www.CBSofCorona.org  

  JUNE 2020   

1 RITUAL MEETING Via Zoom 6:30 PM 

4 CONFIRMATION CLASS 5:30 PM 

4 BROTHERHOOD POKER 6:30 PM 

5 
EREV SHABBAT SERVICE w/CANTOR 
SHAPIRO 

6:30 PM 

7 ALL CLASSES 8:30 AM 

7 ADULT EDUCATION 9:00 AM 

11 EDUCATION MEETING 6:30 PM 

12 EREV SHABBAT SERVICE 7:30 PM 

14 BOARD MEETING 9:00 AM 

19 
EREV SHABBAT SERVICE W/CANTOR 
SHAPIRO 

7:30 PM 

20 TORAH STUDY w/JOAN ZAK 9:00 AM 

20 SHABBAT SERVICE w/CANTOR SHAPIRO 10:00 AM 

21 FATHER’S DAY **** 

26 EREV SHABBAT SERVICE  7:30 PM  

SYNAGOGUE POLICIES 
 

In an effort to RE-OPEN and PROTECT the SAFETY OF ALL please be sure you follow these 
policies: 
 

1. If you do not feel well, have a cough, cold or are ill, please do not come to synagogue. 

2. Masks are required at all times while at the synagogue, you need to bring your own. 

3. Yarmulke / head coverings: please bring and wear your own.  

4. Hand Sanitizer will be available at the doorway when entering the synagogue. 

5. Other than your immediate family, social distancing will be in place. Please keep at least six feet apart. 

 Therefore: refrain from hugging, shaking hands, touching other people in any way. 

6.  We want to thank you for following these policies, and we ask that each person take precautionary 
measures to ensure the safety for others. 

  JULY 2020   

2 BROTHERHOOD POKER 6:30 PM 

3 EREV SHABBAT SERVICE  6:30 PM 

4 SHABBAT SERVICE  10:00 AM 

6 RITUAL MEETING Via Zoom 6:30 PM 

9 EDUCATION MEETING 6:30 PM 

10 EREV SHABBAT SERVICE  7:30 PM 

12 BOARD MEETING 9:00 AM 

15 BROTHERHOOD POKER 7:00 PM 

15 NEWSLETTER ARTICLES DUE **** 

17 EREV SHABBAT SERVICE  7:30 PM 

18 TORAH STUDY w/JOAN ZAK 9:00 AM 

18 SHABBAT SERVICE  10:00 AM 

24 EREV SHABBAT SERVICE  7:30 PM 

31 EREV SHABBAT SERVICE  7:30 PM 


